the tar heels volume i is the first of a three volume work by ron smith ron s exhaustive research of over 30 years has uncovered details about the formation of unc basketball and every season beginning in 1911 ron s research uncovered interesting details and unique images for every season many have never been published this comprehensive book includes rosters schedules results and stats for each season thousands of unc fans know why they love tar heel basketball and now they can learn how the program became one of the most successful and respected in college basketball this is likely the most comprehensive history book ever created for a sports program at any level all tar heel fans will be proud to have a copy you will learn about the beginnings of the unc basketball program with interesting stories about key people and events that formed the foundation of this great program volume i covers every season from 1911 1961 volume ii will cover the dean smith years 1962 1997 and volume iii the roy williams years 1998 current profiles of unc basketball players from 1955 to 2001 a comprehensive illustrated history of north carolina spanning from the colonial period to the twenty first century when first released in 2005 the tar heel state was celebrated as a comprehensive contribution to north carolina s historical record in this revised edition historian milton ready brings the text up to date sharpens his narrative on the periods surrounding the american revolution and the civil war and offers new chapters on the 1920s world war ii and the 1950s and the confrontation between jim hunt north carolina s longest serving governor and jesse helms a transformational if controversial political presence in
the state for more than thirty years ready's distinctive view of the state's history integrates tales of famous pioneers, statesmen, soldiers, farmers, and captains of industry as well as community leaders with often marginalized voices including those of African Americans, women, and the LGBTQ community that have roiled North Carolina for decades. This beautifully illustrated volume gives readers a view of North Carolina that encompasses perspectives from the coast, the Tobacco Road region, the Piedmont, and the mountains from the Civil Rights struggle to the building of research triangles, triads, and parks. Ready recounts the people, events, and dramatic demographic shifts since the 1990s as well as the state's role in the rise of modern political conservatism and subsequent emergence as a modern megastate. In a concluding chapter, Ready assesses the current state of North Carolina, noting the conflicting legacies of progressivism and conservatism that continue to influence the state's political, social, and cultural identities. Ready provides a skillful and well-written addition to the state's historical literature. Jeffrey Crow, author of New Voyages to Carolina, Reinterpreting North Carolina History, provides an eminently readable, fast-paced, and thorough survey of North Carolina's past. Alan D. Watson, University of North Carolina at Wilmington, offers a scholarly and compelling story of the divergent experiences of the state's masses, full of interesting facts and details that are often absent in other studies on the same subject. Joyce Blackwell, President, the Institute for Educational Research, Development, and Training, notes it is essential reading for anyone who seeks to understand the history of North Carolina and will be of immense benefit to those interested in the roles African Americans have played throughout the history of the state. Olen Cole Jr., North Carolina A&T State University, in 1961, a thirty-year-old soft-spoken coach took over a basketball program that had been rocked by accusations and internal concerns regarding recruiting violations and the image of the team. Today, that coach has won nearly 80 percent of his games, finished first in the Atlantic Coast Conference 17 times, won 12 ACC tournament titles, one Olympic gold medal, an NIT trophy, and two NCAA championships. Among the athletes he has put on the court are players named Jordan, Stackhouse, and Worthy.
perkins and wallace no fewer than 24 nba first round draft choices and the dean smith story a story of competition compassion and basketball genius is a saga unfolding today a legend of american sports this beautiful volume illustrated with full color photographs is a basketball odyssey of three decades from dean edwards smith s first coaching job at the air force academy with the golf team to his most recent and 22nd consecutive appearance in the ncaa tournament in between are lean years and great years bitter defeats stunning victories and vintage carolina comebacks as smith took over the badly shaken tar heel program from the legendary frank mcguire the dean s list will conjure up vivid memories for college hoop fans such moments as the tar heels injury riddled run to the 1977 national title game and heartbreaking loss to marquette the fervent battles with archrival duke and the incredible ncaa championship victories over georgetown in 1982 and michigan in 1993 and here too are the contests waged outside the public eye recruiting struggles for such players as tom mcmillen david thompson and phil ford as well as the racially charged controversy that surrounded north carolina s first black scholarship athlete charlie scott away from the court we see the tough and tender personal qualities that have allowed dean smith to run a program beyond reproach and graduate 97 percent of his players the best game ever is a revealing look at the university of north carolina tar heels 1956 57 season one of the most storied in college basketball history from the first day of practice when forward lennie rosenbluth predicted a winning season to the final game a triple overtime victory over wilt chamberlain s legendary kansas team the season developed into what many sports historians believe was the start of college basketball hysteria not only on tobacco road but nationwide the 1956 57 tar heels finished a perfect 32 0 the only previous team in carolina history to achieve perfection was the 1924 team years before the ncaa tournament was created from the appalachian mountains to the outer banks readers will be delighted to discover the beautiful state of north carolina in t is for tarheel explore the biltmore mansion with its 255 rooms which took nineteenth century millionaire george washington vanderbilt
six years to have built learn about the history and lore of nascar racing under z is for zoom roy williams is awesome baby with a capital a dick vitale as he traveled across the state of north carolina in the summer of 2003 roy williams delivered a repetitive refrain to the thousands of university of north carolina basketball fans who packed his public appearances ol roy ain t that good carolina fans didn t care to hear it because they firmly believed that ol roy was indeed more than good he was great he was the prodigal son who served as dean smith s assistant coach turned down the carolina job in 2000 and finally accepted it in april of 2003 williams became the tar heels s head coach after fifteen spectacular years at kansas and the immediate expectation was that he would find similar success in chapel hill a once proud program that had stumbled under former head coach matt doherty but williams knew something that it would take casual fans months to realize teaching the team of moody basketball players to play winning basketball would be about much more than simply what happened on the court williams had established a successful program at kansas by connecting with the players he had recruited over their four year careers at carolina he had less than twelve months to turn a group of talented individuals into a basketball team that could function at the highest level of ncaa competition the atlantic coast conference going home again is the story of roy williams s first season as north carolina s head basketball coach author adam lucas takes you inside the locker room and behind the scenes with the nation s most revered basketball program providing a rare glimpse into the inner workings of one of the country s most secretive college sports dynasties this splendid anthology offers an engaging journey through four centuries of north carolina life it draws on a wealth of sources histories biographies diaries novels short stories newspapers and magazines to show how north carolina s rich history and remarkable literary achievements cut across economic and racial lines in often surprising ways there are selections by or about some of the state s best known sons and daughters from daniel boone and andrew jackson to ava gardner doris betts and tom wicker and topics covered include politics sports business family
life education race religion and war talkin tar heel how our voices tell the story of north carolina for over 125 years the daily tar heel has chronicled life at the university of north carolina at chapel hill and at times pushed and prodded the university community on issues of local state and national significance thousands of students have served on its staff many of whom have gone on to prominent careers in journalism and other influential fields print news and raise hell engagingly narrates the story of the newspaper s development and the contributions of many of the people associated with it kenneth joel zogry shows how the paper has wrestled over the years with challenges to academic freedom freedom of speech and freedom of the press while confronting issues such as the evolution of race gender and sexual equality on campus and long standing concerns about the role of major athletics at an institution of higher learning the story of the paper the social media platform of its day uncovers many dramatic but perhaps forgotten events at unc since the late nineteenth century and along with many photographs and cartoons not published for decades opens a fascinating window into tar heel history examining how the campus and the paper have dealt with many challenging issues for more than a century zogry reveals the ways in which the history of the daily tar heel is deeply intertwined with the past and present of the nation s oldest public university covering everything from the old well to the speaker ban and more unc a to z is a concise easy to read introduction to the nation s first public university the university of north carolina at chapel hill perfect for new students getting to know the campus or alumni who want to learn more about their alma mater this richly illustrated reference contains more than 350 entries packed with fascinating facts interesting stories and little known histories of the people places and events that have shaped the carolina we know today with histories of campus buildings like old east gathering places like the pit and the many student traditions like the cardboard club the cake race and high noon unc a to z is the book every tar heel will want to keep close at hand taking a decade by decade approach to the university of north carolina basketball tradition this collection brings together over 40 stories
from the most outstanding voices of the program the spirit of tar heels basketball is not captured by just one phrase one season or one particular game instead the student athletes and coaches who made the magic happen over the decades blend their experiences to capture the true essence of their beloved school tar heels fans will relish the intimate stories told by the figures they have come to cherish describes the history ecology geography economy and sights of the tar heel state north carolina particularly significant in this book is a full introductory section tracing the story of tar heel playmaking through almost two hundred years in no other literary medium has the state received so much acclaim as for the plays that tar heels have written about her life and her people originally published in 1956 a unc press enduring edition unc press enduring editions use the latest in digital technology to make available again books from our distinguished backlist that were previously out of print these editions are published unaltered from the original and are presented in affordable paperback formats bringing readers both historical and cultural value when the university of north carolina fielded its first varsity men s team in 1911 nobody could have imagined the mark its program would make on the history of college basketball university of north carolina basketball chronicles the long and distinguished history of the tar heels including the school s numerous southern conference and atlantic coast conference titles and its national championship teams north carolina has produced arguably the finest group of basketball minds and talent the sport has ever known the list reads like a who s who of influential figures in college and professional basketball history including jack cobb george the blind bomber glamack bones mckinney frank mcguire lennie rosenbluth dean smith doug moe donnie walsh larry brown billy cunningham charles scott george karl mitch kupchak phil ford james worthy michael jordan rasheed wallace antawn jamison vince carter and roy williams an amazing assortment of twenty three stories and ten short shorts comprise this popular selection more than merely entertaining tar heel ghosts captures the spirit of north carolina s past north carolina s ghost stories have infinite variety there are mountainous ghosts and seafaring ghosts colonial
ghosts and modern ghosts gentle ghosts and roistering ghosts delicate lady ghosts and fishwife ghosts home ghosts and ghosts that just want to be noticed mysterious signs and symbols appear small black crosses galloping white horses strangely moving lights floating veils lifelike apparitions skulls dripping blood and things that go bump in the night at least one north carolina ghost got himself into a court record and other ghostly phenomena have attracted scientific investigation these stories have a marked realistic north carolina flavor the reader finds mountain cabins and antebellum mansions indian trails water wheels river steamboats railroad trains slave labor on plantations revenuers and stills in the mountains a burial in st james churchyard in wilmington winston salem before the days of winston raleigh in the 1860s fayetteville during world war ii and even a new suburb haunted by old spooks how can a state be represented by jesse helms and john edwards at the same time journalist rob christensen answers that question and navigates a century of political history in north carolina one of the most politically vibrant and competitive southern states where neither conservatives nor liberals democrats nor republicans have been able to rest easy it is this climate of competition and challenge christensen argues that enabled north carolina to rise from poverty in the nineteenth century to become a leader in research education and banking in the twentieth in this new paperback edition christensen provides updated coverage of recent changes in north carolina s political landscape including the scandals surrounding john edwards and mike easley the defeat of u s senator elizabeth dole the election of the state s first woman governor and voters approval of an african american candidate for president the book provides an overview of the run up to the 2010 elections and explains how north carolina has become arguably the most politically competitive state in the south here is a half century of north carolina life from the 1830s to the 1880s as seen through the keenly observant eyes and the friendly humor of the man who put the state university back on its feet after the war of the sixties and remained its active president until 1891 as a politician and a trusted public servant kemp plummer battle comments on his
times with many anecdotes and sidelights originally published in 1945 a unc press enduring edition unc press enduring editions use the latest in digital technology to make available again books from our distinguished backlist that were previously out of print these editions are published unaltered from the original and are presented in affordable paperback formats bringing readers both historical and cultural value the autobiogaphy of the voice of the tar heels the radio play by play man for unc chapel hill from 1971 until 2011 chapel hill north carolina is to college basketball what augusta national is to golf year after year the tradition laden tar heels extend a rich hardwood legacy built by the like of lennie rosenbluth frank mcguire dean smith michael jordan james worthy eric montrose george lynch donald williams vince carter antawn jamison phil ford roy williams sean may rashad mccants and raymond felton all have worn or led the light blue and white with enormous distinction tar heel success did not begin with the dean smith era while his 36 year mark of 879 254 and two national championships made him the winningest coach in ncaa history during his watch unc was no stranger to winning national titles claiming its first in 1924 and its most recent in 2005 tar heel madness captures the pulse and passion of north carolina basketball the great players teams and magical moments riveting rivals the all time tar heels team the rosters of all five national championships squads and more all is told by unc players managers coaches opponents fans and the media through exclusive interviews with key players and coaches as well as his own personal insights black the senior point guard and undisputed leader of the 1981 82 north carolina national champion basketball team celebrates the tar heels most famous team photos a blend of oral history and memoir with a good dose of quirky humor tar heel traveler new journeys across north carolina is a celebratory look at the people and places of north carolina wral tv reporter scott mason the tar heel traveler profiles colorful characters and out of the way places the sequel consists of all new material and showcases twenty five of mason s most memorable television stories along with the amusing stories behind each ken rappoport s tales from the north carolina tar heels locker
room is a compilation of the best notes quotes and anecdotes from north carolina lore meet a coach nicknamed bloody neck a player called the blind bomber and a team known as the white phantoms and of course there is the extraordinary michael jordan tales from the north carolina tar heels locker room captures the anecdotes and memories that have defined this team from the early twentieth century up through their incredible success in the 2000s and beyond a must have for any tar heels fan the north carolina gazetteer first appeared to wide acclaim in 1968 and has remained an essential reference for anyone with a serious interest in the tar heel state from historians to journalists from creative writers to urban planners from backpackers to armchair travelers this revised and expanded edition adds approximately 1 200 new entries bringing to nearly 21 000 the number of north carolina cities towns crossroads waterways mountains and other places identified here the stories attached to place names are at the core of the book and the reason why it has stood the test of time some recall faraway places bombay shanghai moscow berlin others paint the locality as a little piece of heaven on earth bliss splendor sweet home in many cases the name derivations are unusual sometimes wildly so cat square huggins hell tater hill whynot telling us much about our own history in these snapshot histories of particular locales the north carolina gazetteer provides an engaging authoritative and fully updated reference to place names from all corners of the tar heel state tales from the tar heel locker room second edition is a compilation of the best notes quotes and anecdotes from north carolina lore in these pages you will meet a coach nicknamed bloody neck a player called the blind bomber and a team known as the white phantoms of course there is also bones mckinney one of basketball s all time funnymen with bones the heels laughed all the way to the 1946 ncaa finals at the end they cried after losing then there is frank mcgwire whose underground railroad carried the tar heels to an undefeated season and a national title in 1957 the 2005 ncaa championship run is told and of course there is smith and the extraordinary michael jordan the united states is a nation of diversity the landscapes can vary starkly from one region to the next filling the country
with mountains deserts canyons glaciers and plains within each state are people who draw influence from a
unique history and base their lives on a distinct land from sea to shining sea explore a united nation of 50
states washington d c and puerto rico illustrations and text present the history geography people politics and
government economy and social life and customs of north carolina which was the first colony to vote for
independence the pettigrew kirkland macrae brigade was one of north carolina s best known and most
successful units during the civil war formed in 1862 the brigade spent nearly a year protecting supply lines
before being thrust into its first major combat at gettysburg there james johnston pettigrew s men pushed
back the union s famed iron brigade in vicious fighting on july 1 and played a key role in pickett s charge on
july 3 in the process earning a reputation as one of the hardest fighting units in robert e lee s army of northern
virginia despite suffering heavy losses during the gettysburg campaign the brigade went on to prove its valor
in a host of other engagements it marched with lee to appomattox and was among the last confederate units to
lay down arms in the surrender ceremony earl hess tells the story of the men of the pettigrew kirkland macrae
brigade and especially the famous 26th north carolina chronicling the brigade s formation and growth under
pettigrew and its subsequent exploits under william w kirkland and william macrae beyond recounting the
brigade s military engagements hess draws on letters diaries memoirs and service records to explore the camp
life medical care social backgrounds and political attitudes of these gallant tar heels he also addresses the
continuing debate between north carolinians and virginians over the failure of pickett s charge one of the few
books concerned solely with the humor of a single state this volume includes samples of what north
carolinians have laughed at and with from 1709 to the present it is a rich anthology of tar heel anecdotes
homespun quips hilarious stories folklore exaggerations and observations in this wide range of humor walser
has provided a valuable recording of american folklore and the social history of north carolina how can a
state be represented by jesse helms and john edwards at the same time journalist rob christensen answers that
question and navigates a century of political history in north carolina one of the most politically vibrant and competitive southern tar heel tales a classical and rare book that has been considered essential throughout human history so that this work is never forgotten we at alpha editions have made efforts in its preservation by republishing this book in a modern format for present and future generations this whole book has been reformatted retyped and designed these books are not made of scanned copies of their original work and hence the text is clear and readable

The Tar Heel Book

2021-06

the tar heels volume i is the first of a three volume work by ron smith ron s exhaustive research of over 30 years has uncovered details about the formation of unc basketball and every season beginning in 1911 ron s research uncovered interesting details and unique images for every season many have never been published this comprehensive book includes rosters schedules results and stats for each season thousands of unc fans know why they love tar heel basketball and now they can learn how the program became one of the most successful and respected in college basketball this is likely the most comprehensive history book ever created for a sports program at any level all tar heel fans will be proud to have a copy you will learn about the beginnings of the unc basketball program with interesting stories about key people and events that formed the foundation of this great program volume i covers every season from 1911 1961 volume ii will cover the dean smith years 1962 1997 and volume iii the roy williams years 1998 current
North Carolina Tar Heels

2005

profiles of unc basketball players from 1955 to 2001

Tar Heels

1970

a comprehensive illustrated history of north carolina spanning from the colonial period to the twenty first century when first released in 2005 the tar heel state was celebrated as a comprehensive contribution to north carolina's historical record in this revised edition historian milton ready brings the text up to date sharpens his narrative on the periods surrounding the american revolution and the civil war and offers new chapters on the 1920s world war ii and the 1950s and the confrontation between jim hunt north carolina's longest serving governor and jesse helms a transformational if controversial political presence in the state for more than thirty years ready's distinctive view of the state's history integrates tales of famous pioneers statesmen soldiers farmers and captains of industry as well as community leaders with often marginalized voices including those of african americans women and the lgbtq community that have roiled north carolina for decades this beautifully illustrated volume gives readers a view of north carolina that encompasses
perspectives from the coast the tobacco road region the piedmont and the mountains from the civil rights struggle to the building of research triangles triads and parks ready recounts the people events and dramatic demographic shifts since the 1990s as well as the state s role in the rise of modern political conservatism and subsequent emergence as a modern megastate in a concluding chapter ready assesses the current state of north carolina noting the conflicting legacies of progressivism and conservatism that continue to influence the state s political social and cultural identities ready provides a skillful and well written addition to the state s historical literature jeffrey crow author of new voyages to carolina reinterpreting north carolina history an eminently readable fast paced and thorough survey of north carolina s past alan d watson university of north carolina at wilmington a scholarly and compelling story of the divergent experiences of the state s masses full of interesting facts and details that are often absent in other studies on the same subject joyce blackwell president the institute for educational research development and training it is essential reading for anyone who seeks to understand the history of north carolina and will be of immense benefit to those interested in the roles african americans have played throughout the history of the state olen cole jr north carolina a t state university

Tar Heel Tales

2019
in 1961 a thirty year old soft spoken coach took over a basketball program that had been rocked by accusations and internal concerns regarding recruiting violations and the image of the team today that coach has won nearly 80 percent of his games finished first in the atlantic coast conference 17 times won 12 acc tournament titles one olympic gold medal an nit trophy and two ncaa championships among the athletes he has put on the court are players named jordan stackhouse worthy perkins and wallace no fewer than 24 nba first round draft choices and the dean smith story a story of competition compassion and basketball genius is a saga unfolding today a legend of american sports this beautiful volume illustrated with full color photographs is a basketball odyssey of three decades from dean edwards smith s first coaching job at the air force academy with the golf team to his most recent and 22nd consecutive appearance in the ncaa tournament in between are lean years and great years bitter defeats stunning victories and vintage carolina comebacks as smith took over the badly shaken tar heel program from the legendary frank mcguire the dean s list will conjure up vivid memories for college hoop fans such moments as the tar heels injury riddled run to the 1977 national title game and heartbreaking loss to marquette the fervent battles with archrival duke and the incredible ncaa championship victories over georgetown in 1982 and michigan in 1993 and here too are the contests waged outside the public eye recruiting struggles for such players as tom mcmillen david thompson and phil ford as well as the racially charged controversy that surrounded north carolina s first black scholarship athlete charlie scott away from the court we see the tough and tender personal qualities that have allowed dean smith to run a program beyond reproach and graduate 97 percent of his players
the best game ever is a revealing look at the university of north carolina tar heels 1956 57 season one of the most storied in college basketball history from the first day of practice when forward lennie rosenbluth predicted a winning season to the final game a triple overtime victory over wilt chamberlain s legendary kansas team the season developed into what many sports historians believe was the start of college basketball hysteria not only on tobacco road but nationwide the 1956 57 tar heels finished a perfect 32 0 the only previous team in carolina history to achieve perfection was the 1924 team years before the ncaa tournament was created

The Dean's List

2009-09-26

from the appalachian mountains to the outer banks readers will be delighted to discover the beautiful state of north carolina in t is for tarheel explore the biltmore mansion with its 255 rooms which took nineteenth century millionaire george washington vanderbilt six years to have built learn about the history and lore of nascar racing under z is for zoom
Best Game Ever

2011-10-18

roy williams is awesome baby with a capital a dick vitale as he traveled across the state of north carolina in the summer of 2003 roy williams delivered a repetitive refrain to the thousands of university of north carolina basketball fans who packed his public appearances ol roy ain t that good carolina fans didn t care to hear it because they firmly believed that ol roy was indeed more than good he was great he was the prodigal son who served as dean smith s assistant coach turned down the carolina job in 2000 and finally accepted it in april of 2003 williams became the tar heels s head coach after fifteen spectacular years at kansas and the immediate expectation was that he would find similar success in chapel hill a once proud program that had stumbled under former head coach matt doherty but williams knew something that it would take casual fans months to realize teaching the team of moody basketball players to play winning basketball would be about much more than simply what happened on the court williams had established a successful program at kansas by connecting with the players he had recruited over their four year careers at carolina he had less than twelve months to turn a group of talented individuals into a basketball team that could function at the highest level of ncaa competition the atlantic coast conference going home again is the story of roy williams s first season as north carolina s head basketball coach author adam lucas takes you inside the locker room and behind the scenes with the nation s most revered basketball program providing a rare glimpse into the inner workings of one of the country s most secretive college sports dynasties
**T is for Tar Heel**

2010-10-12

this splendid anthology offers an engaging journey through four centuries of north carolina life it draws on a wealth of sources histories biographies diaries novels short stories newspapers and magazines to show how north carolina s rich history and remarkable literary achievements cut across economic and racial lines in often surprising ways there are selections by or about some of the state s best known sons and daughters from daniel boone and andrew jackson to ava gardner doris betts and tom wicker and topics covered include politics sports business family life education race religion and war

**Going Home Again**

2005-11-01

talkin tar heel how our voices tell the story of north carolina
Discovering North Carolina

2017-11-01

for over 125 years the daily tar heel has chronicled life at the university of north carolina at chapel hill and at times pushed and prodded the university community on issues of local state and national significance. thousands of students have served on its staff many of whom have gone on to prominent careers in journalism and other influential fields. print news and raise hell engagingly narrates the story of the newspaper's development and the contributions of many of the people associated with it. kenneth joel zogry shows how the paper has wrestled over the years with challenges to academic freedom, freedom of speech and freedom of the press while confronting issues such as the evolution of race, gender, and sexual equality on campus and long standing concerns about the role of major athletics at an institution of higher learning. the story of the paper, the social media platform of its day, uncovers many dramatic but perhaps forgotten events at unc since the late nineteenth century and along with many photographs and cartoons not published for decades opens a fascinating window into tar heel history examining how the campus and the paper have dealt with many challenging issues for more than a century. zogry reveals the ways in which the history of the daily tar heel is deeply intertwined with the past and present of the nation's oldest public university.

Talkin' Tar Heel
covering everything from the old well to the speaker ban and more unc a to z is a concise easy to read introduction to the nation s first public university the university of north carolina at chapel hill perfect for new students getting to know the campus or alumni who want to learn more about their alma mater this richly illustrated reference contains more than 350 entries packed with fascinating facts interesting stories and little known histories of the people places and events that have shaped the carolina we know today with histories of campus buildings like old east gathering places like the pit and the many student traditions like the cardboard club the cake race and high noon unc a to z is the book every tar heel will want to keep close at hand

Print News and Raise Hell

2022-02

taking a decade by decade approach to the university of north carolina basketball tradition this collection brings together over 40 stories from the most outstanding voices of the program the spirit of tar heels basketball is not captured by just one phrase one season or one particular game instead the student athletes and coaches who made the magic happen over the decades blend their experiences to capture the true essence of their beloved school tar heels fans will relish the intimate stories told by the figures they have come to
unc a to z
2020
describes the history ecology geography economy and sights of the tar heel state north carolina

Tar Heel Editor
1939
particularly significant in this book is a full introductory section tracing the story of tar heel playmaking through almost two hundred years in no other literary medium has the state received so much acclaim as for the plays that tar heels have written about her life and her people originally published in 1956 a unc press enduring edition unc press enduring editions use the latest in digital technology to make available again books from our distinguished backlist that were previously out of print these editions are published unaltered from the original and are presented in affordable paperback formats bringing readers both historical and
when the university of north carolina fielded its first varsity men's team in 1911 nobody could have imagined the mark its program would make on the history of college basketball university of north carolina basketball chronicles the long and distinguished history of the tar heels including the school's numerous southern conference and atlantic coast conference titles and its national championship teams north carolina has produced arguably the finest group of basketball minds and talent the sport has ever known the list reads like a who's who of influential figures in college and professional basketball history including jack cobb george the blind bomber glamack bones mckinney frank mcguire lennie rosenbluth dean smith doug moe donnie walsh larry brown billy cunningham charles scott george karl mitch kupchak phil ford james worthy michael jordan rasheed wallace antawn jamison vince carter and roy williams

What it Means to be a Tar Heel
an amazing assortment of twenty three stories and ten short shorts comprise this popular selection more than merely entertaining tar heel ghosts captures the spirit of north carolina's past north carolina's ghost stories have infinite variety there are mountainous ghosts and seafaring ghosts colonial ghosts and modern ghosts gentle ghosts and roistering ghosts delicate lady ghosts and fishwife ghosts home ghosts and ghosts that just want to be noticed mysterious signs and symbols appear small black crosses galloping white horses strangely moving lights floating veils lifelike apparitions skulls dripping blood and things that go bump in the night at least one north carolina ghost got himself into a court record and other ghostly phenomena have attracted scientific investigation these stories have a marked realistic north carolina flavor the reader finds mountain cabins and antebellum mansions indian trails water wheels river steamboats railroad trains slave labor on plantations revenuers and stills in the mountains a burial in st james churchyard in wilmington winston salem before the days of winston raleigh in the 1860s fayetteville during world war ii and even a new suburb haunted by old spooks

North Carolina

2010-01-15
how can a state be represented by jesse helms and john edwards at the same time journalist rob christensen answers that question and navigates a century of political history in north carolina one of the most politically vibrant and competitive southern states where neither conservatives nor liberals democrats nor republicans have been able to rest easy it is this climate of competition and challenge christensen argues that enabled north carolina to rise from poverty in the nineteenth century to become a leader in research education and banking in the twentieth in this new paperback edition christensen provides updated coverage of recent changes in north carolina s political landscape including the scandals surrounding john edwards and mike easley the defeat of u s senator elizabeth dole the election of the state s first woman governor and voters approval of an african american candidate for president the book provides an overview of the run up to the 2010 elections and explains how north carolina has become arguably the most politically competitive state in the south

North Carolina Drama

2012-06

t is a half century of north carolina life from the 1830s to the 1880s as seen through the keenly observant eyes and the friendly humor of the man who put the state university back on its feet after the war of the sixties and remained its active president until 1891 as a politician and a trusted public servant kemp plummer battle comments on his times with many anecdotes and sidelights originally published in 1945 a unc press
enduring edition unc press enduring editions use the latest in digital technology to make available again books from our distinguished backlist that were previously out of print these editions are published unaltered from the original and are presented in affordable paperback formats bringing readers both historical and cultural value

Memories of an Old-time Tar Heel

1945

the autobiography of the voice of the tar heels the radio play by play man for unc chapel hill from 1971 until 2011

University of North Carolina Basketball

2005

chapel hill north carolina is to college basketball what augusta national is to golf year after year the tradition laden tar heels extend a rich hardwood legacy built by the like of lennie rosenbluth frank mcguire dean smith
michael jordan james worthy eric montrose george lynch donald williams vince carter antawn jamison phil ford roy williams sean may rashad mccants and raymond felton all have worn or led the light blue and white with enormous distinction tar heel success did not begin with the dean smith era while his 36 year mark of 879 254 and two national championships made him the winningest coach in ncaa history during his watch unc was no stranger to winning national titles claiming its first in 1924 and its most recent in 2005 tar heel madness captures the pulse and passion of north carolina basketball the great players teams and magical moments riveting rivals the all time tar heels team the rosters of all five national championships squads and more all is told by unc players managers coaches opponents fans and the media

Tar Heel Ghosts

2000-11-09

through exclusive interviews with key players and coaches as well as his own personal insights black the senior point guard and undisputed leader of the 1981 82 north carolina national champion basketball team celebrates the tar heels most famous team photos

The Paradox of Tar Heel Politics
2010-10-04

A blend of oral history and memoir with a good dose of quirky humor, Tar Heel Traveler: New Journeys Across North Carolina is a celebratory look at the people and places of North Carolina. WRAL TV reporter Scott Mason's Tar Heel Traveler profiles colorful characters and out of the way places. The sequel consists of all new material and showcases twenty-five of Mason's most memorable television stories along with the amusing stories behind each.

**Memories of an Old-Time Tar Heel**

2018-02

Ken Rappoport's Tales from the North Carolina Tar Heels Locker Room is a compilation of the best notes, quotes, and anecdotes from North Carolina lore. Meet a coach nicknamed Bloody Neck, a player called the Blind Bomber, and a team known as the White Phantoms—and of course there is the extraordinary Michael Jordan. Tales from the North Carolina Tar Heels Locker Room captures the anecdotes and memories that have defined this team from the early twentieth century up through their incredible success in the 2000s and beyond—a must-have for any Tar Heels fan.
the north carolina gazetteer first appeared to wide acclaim in 1968 and has remained an essential reference for anyone with a serious interest in the tar heel state from historians to journalists from creative writers to urban planners from backpackers to armchair travelers this revised and expanded edition adds approximately 1 200 new entries bringing to nearly 21 000 the number of north carolina cities towns crossroads waterways mountains and other places identified here the stories attached to place names are at the core of the book and the reason why it has stood the test of time some recall faraway places bombay shanghai moscow berlin others paint the locality as a little piece of heaven on earth bliss splendor sweet home in many cases the name derivations are unusual sometimes wildly so cat square huggins hell tater hill whynot telling us much about our own history in these snapshot histories of particular locales the north carolina gazetteer provides an engaging authoritative and fully updated reference to place names from all corners of the tar heel state
tales from the tar heel locker room second edition is a compilation of the best notes quotes and anecdotes from north carolina lore in these pages you will meet a coach nicknamed bloody neck a player called the blind bomber and a team known as the white phantoms of course there is also bones mckinney one of basketball s all time funnymen with bones the heels laughed all the way to the 1946 ncaa finals at the end they cried after losing then there is frank mcgraw whose underground railroad carried the tar heels to an undefeated season and a national title in 1957 the 2005 ncaa championship run is told and of course there is smith and the extraordinary michael jordan

Jimmy Black's Tales from the Tar Heels

2006

the united states is a nation of diversity the landscapes can vary starkly from one region to the next filling the country with mountains deserts canyons glaciers and plains within each state are people who draw influence from a unique history and base their lives on a distinct land from sea to shining sea explore a united nation of 50 states washington d c and puerto rico

North Carolina Tar Heels' Greatest Football Games
Illustrations and text present the history, geography, people, politics and government, economy, and social life and customs of North Carolina, which was the first colony to vote for independence.

North Carolina

The Pettigrew Kirkland Macrae Brigade was one of North Carolina's best known and most successful units during the Civil War. Formed in 1862, the brigade spent nearly a year protecting supply lines before being thrust into its first major combat at Gettysburg. There, James Johnston Pettigrew's men pushed back the Union's famed Iron Brigade in vicious fighting on July 1 and played a key role in Pickett's Charge on July 3. In the process, earning a reputation as one of the hardest fighting units in Robert E. Lee's Army of Northern Virginia. Despite suffering heavy losses during the Gettysburg campaign, the brigade went on to prove its valor in a host of other engagements. It marched with Lee to Appomattox and was among the last Confederate units to lay down arms in the surrender ceremony. Earl Hess tells the story of the men of the Pettigrew Kirkland Macrae Brigade and especially the famous 26th North Carolina, chronicling the brigade's formation and growth under Pettigrew and its subsequent exploits under William W. Kirkland and William Macrae. Beyond recounting the brigade's military engagements, Hess draws on letters, diaries, memoirs, and service records to explore the camp life.
medical care social backgrounds and political attitudes of these gallant tar heels he also addresses the continuing debate between north carolinians and virginians over the failure of pickett's charge

**Tar Heel Traveler**

2018-03-20

one of the few books concerned solely with the humor of a single state this volume includes samples of what north carolinians have laughed at and with from 1709 to the present it is a rich anthology of tar heel anecdotes homespun quips hilarious stories folklore exaggerations and observations in this wide range of humor walser has provided a valuable recording of american folklore and the social history of north carolina

**Tales from the North Carolina Tar Heels Locker Room**

2010-06-15

how can a state be represented by jesse helms and john edwards at the same time journalist rob christensen answers that question and navigates a century of political history in north carolina one of the most politically
vibrant and competitive southern

**The North Carolina Gazetteer, 2nd Ed**

2005

tar heel tales a classical and rare book that has been considered essential throughout human history so that this work is never forgotten we at alpha editions have made efforts in its preservation by republishing this book in a modern format for present and future generations this whole book has been reformatted retyped and designed these books are not made of scanned copies of their original work and hence the text is clear and readable

**Tales from the Tar Heel Locker Room**

2008
The Paradox of Tar Heel Politics (EasyRead Edition)

North Carolina

2002-01-02

North Carolina

2003-04-03
Lee's Tar Heels
2013-06-01

Tar Heel Laughter
2010

The Paradox of Tar Heel Politics
2023-11-15
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